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On 14 December 1981, the report of the Court of Auditors in respect of
the 1980 financial year (O.T c344, 31.12,81) was transnitted to the Conunittee
on Budgetary Control.
At its meeting on 3/4 December 1981 the Committee on Budgetary Cotttrol
appointed l,lr Brian Key rapporteur for the discharge to be granted in reepeEt
of the 1980 financial year.
Ttre mandate of the rapporteur was confirmed by the Committee on Budgetary
Control at its meeting on 28/29 January L982.
At its meeting on 2A/29 January 1982 the Committee on Budgetary Control
authorised the preparatlon of working documente on specific seetors of the
budget by ,-
Ivtr Notenboom
lrlr Konrad Schiin
lrlr Filippi
Mr Gouthier
IvIr Marck
I{r Key
Ivlr Saby
IrIr Irmer
tlr Price
Ivlr Kellett-Bo\^,man
I'Ir Coust6
I'lr Gabert
Own resources
Expenditure of institutions other than the CommiEsion
EAGGF
Regional Fund
Social Fund
Energy and research
Industrial policy
Cooperation and development and EDF
Staff, administration expenditure and buildings
Satellite bodies
Borrowing and lending and EIB activities
ECsC
At its neeting on 17-19 March 198I, the Committee on Budgetary Control
authorised the preparation of a working docunent by l{r Patterson on neaaurea
taken to counter smuggling.
The Corurittee on Budgetary Control considered the revenue and expenditure
accountc of the EC, the report of the Court of, Auditore,-.and.the working, r::
documents of its draftsmen at its meetings on 2A/29 January 1982, 23/24 February
L982, L5/16/17 I'[arch 1982 and I/2 April L992.
At its meeting on l/2 April L982" the Conmittee on Budgetary Control adopted
the draft interim report on the diecharge decieion in reepect of the 1980 finan-
cial year eubody-ing a draft motion for a reeoLution in accordance with the prov-
isions of Article 85 of the Financial Regulation info:ming the ComnisEion of the
reasons for the postponement of the grant of diecharge in resp€ct of the implementr
ation of the budget for the 1980 financial year with 13 votes in favour, four
against and two abstentions.
Present at time of voting: Illr Aigner, chairman; IvIr Cluakey, vice-chairman;
Mrs Boserup, vice-ehairman; I,1r Price, vice-chairman; I,Ir Key, rapporteurt
Ivlr Arndt (deputizing for !{r Lalumiere) ; IvIr Battersby, Irtr Frllh, I
lrtr Gabert, Mr Georgiadis (deputizing for lar Saby) ; Ivlr lrmer, Itlr Kellett-Bowman,
Mr Marck, l,Ir Mart, I'Ir Notenboom, I,Ir Patterson, lllr Konrad Sch6n,
t'Irs Van Hemeldonck, Dtr Wettig.
Ttre opinions of the Cormittee on Social Affalrs and Enplolmrent;
the Couurittee on Reglonal Policy and Regional Planning, the Cormittee
on the Environnent, PubLic llealth and Coneumer Protectionr the Comittee
on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport; and the Cofimittee
on Development and Cooperatlon will be ppblished eeparateX.y.
Text not colIated.
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AThe Commrttee on Budgetary Control hereby submits to the European
Parliament the foltowing proposed motion for a resolution, together with
explanatory statement :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
in accordance with the provisions of Article 85 of the Financial Regulation(1)
informing the Commission of the reasons for the postponement of the grant of
discharge in respect of the implementation of the budget for the 1980
financial year.
Ifhe Eurooean Parliament,
- having regard to its decisione on the discharge procedure for the L977,L9?8
and 1979 financial- Yearsi
- having regard to the revenue and expenditure accounts and the statements of
assets and liabilities of the EC in respect-oE the impl-ernEnEaE{-orf
of the 1980 budget (coM(81) 223 and. COl4(81) 549),
- having regard to the report of the Court of Auditors on the accounts for
the 1980 financial y".t, (2)
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgetary Control and to
the working documents annexed thereto as weII as to the opinions of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport, the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protectior5 and the Regional Policy and Regional Planning
Committee,
- having regard to the recommendation' of the Council,
(a) anxious to safeguard the interests of the European taxpayeri
(b) stressing the need to avoid wasteful or unauthorised expenditurei
(c) wishing to secure the role of Parliament by ensuring that
(i) its budgetary priorities are respected by the Commission
and (ii) its calls for explanations are responded to promptly
and ful1y by the Commission;
(d) concerned at the series of shortcomings and problems brought to
lj-ght during the course of the examination of the accounts of the
EC for the 1980 financial Yeari
(e) intend.ing to give appropriate political authority to the diseharge
decision and to the remarks accompanying it;
(f) considering that the circumstances and requirements which should
precede the grant of discharge are not fully present in the case
of the l-980 financial Yean
(1)oJ No. L 356, 3L.L2.77(2)oJ No. c 344, 31.12.81
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Defslrra1 of discharcre decision
1. Finds that, for the reasonE set out in the following paragraphs - :'
whfch are not exhaustive - it is not possible to grant discharge, 
"Stn"present point in time, in respect of the 1980 financial yeEr, 'r '
Failure of the 1980 embarqo
2. Notes that the Commission did not render the L980 embargo on saleg of
agricultural products to the USSR and the state-trading countries of
Eastern Europe effective, desPite the clearly e:rpressed political
will of both Parliarnent and the Council;
3. RecaIIs paragraph L2 of it.s resolution of E lrlarch 198r+hich stated ,
that, in regard to the 1980 embargo, "the Commission not only gave
incorrect information to Parliament but, contrary to its own statements,
conducted a policy which differed from that which Parliament had been
led to und,erstand was being conducted" i
4. Asks the Commission to provide documentary material (a) e:<plaining
the circumstances surrounding the breach of the embargo, (b) indicating
under whose budgetary authority it acted in regard to the excessive
sales in question, and (c) describing the internal procedures and the
draft regulations that will enable it, in future, to ensure an adequate
control over the e:q)ort of agriculturaL products to state-trading
countries;
!4anaqement of appropriations unsler the provis-ional twelfths arranqements
5. Insists en Parliament's fuI1 responsibility for the exercising of,ipolitical
control over the i:nplementation of the EAGGF appropriations and etresses
that these appropriations are sr:bject to the same budgetary prirrciples
and rules under the Treaty as are other appropriations i
6. Considers that any exceptions to these general principles could only
result from specific and limited amending provisions;
7. Agrees with'the Couft of Auditors that "the system of provisional
twelfths was applied by the Conmrission in Euch a way as to free itself
in part from the financial constraints that would normally reeult
from the aJrsence of a budg.a"(2)and beLieves that the behaviour of the
Commission in this matter was such that discharge cannot be given
unless the Conunission provides weighty legal and political explanatione
for its actions;
(1)PE 77.60r, p. 31(2)oJ No. c 344, 3L.L2.LB, p. 42, 
-6-para. 4.0 (d) PE 76.76L/ fLa.
8. Asks the Commission to submit draft, regulations of a nature that
would enable Parliament to exercise its budgetary control, and, in
particular to ensure the adequate operation of the decisions of the
budgetary authority and the provisions of the financiat regulatJ-on,
so that EAGGF e:<penditure will cease to be excluded 
- as has been the
practice for the Conunission - from the application of sound bud,getary
management principles ;
Callinq on the Comnission to furnish a fulI response to the comnents
accompanvinq the discllarqe decision in respect of the 1979 financial
v€ar
9. Recalls the importance of the comnents accompanying the 1979 discharge
.t.;decision-, and polnts out that it wtII be ln a poeltion to pronouneE oh
the 198O diseharge only when tt has reeelved the qg4qp@|@1re,ffift#
resrponse of the Conunission to thaea- comleu,t*i '1 ' I
10. Ttrerefore, aske the CommLsaion to furnish a fuII written,reBponae to the
comments in question;
Follow-up to the resolution on the budqetarv cont,rol asgects of the
.foint Research Centre est,ablishment at Ispra
11. Recalls its resolrrtion (2) of 18 June 1981, on the budgetary control
aspects of the Joint Research Centre establishment at Ispra, in which
it dealt with problems relating to the inventory, disposal of movable
property, transfers, managrement infonuation, financing of the
construction of an administrative building by way of unusual trans-
actions, staff mobility, financial control, the size of the vehicle
fleet, and other issuesi
J-2. Asks the Commission to furnish a full written response to the points
raised in the resolution in question;
(1)o, 
*o.(')o, 
*o.
L 224, 10.8.81
C L72, 13.7.81, p. 90
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of a fttnese Jentre in the buildinq of the Commiseion in Luxembourq
13. Condenns the Comnission's failure to bring to the attention of the
joint budgetary authority and the ACPC the inclu.Eion ,of a Fitness
Centre for its staff in Luxembourg after detailed pro5roeals for the
e:rtension of the Jean lvlonnet building and its financial implicatione
rrere considered bY these bodiesl
Finds this to be (a) a serious breach of normal budge-tary and accouriting
etandards and procedures, (b) a matter which involvee the Conunission'B
responsibility for dealing with Conmrunity funds and (c) an adverse
reflection on the Commission'e credibility and its internal control;
Requests the Commission to Present to Parl-ianent a report by its t
Financial Control-ler on the circumetances relating to this expenditurel
Calle u;rcn the Conunission to take further action to offs€t the operat-
ing expenditure of the Fitness Centre by charges and to prevent the
poseible use of the Centre by officiale during working time for which
they are being Paid;
Criticises the Commission's initial decision to charge all' the e:qtenses
of running the Centre to inappropriate budgetary Iines, noteE that
staff welfare expenditure of a similar nature eleet*here in the budgets
of the Commission and the other institutions is aleo charged to budget-
ary lines not apecifically relating to staff welfare and requests the
Conrmission to present to Parliament a full report on how expenditure
on docial facilities for staff ie included in the budgetE of all the
institutions;
L4.
1s.
r6.
L7.
Non-implementation of appropriations made available bv decision of the
budqetarv authoritv
18. Reiterates its concern at the Commission's failure to utilise fully
appropriations made available in the budget of the EC for policies
in socially and politically sensitive sectors, deplores the absence
of real Cormunity policies in the energfy, technology and ind,ustrial
sectors, and asks for a formal and unequivocal assurance that the Commission
will, henceforth, implement the budget,, as adopted, and within the terms
of the conditions set out in the budgetary remarks;
Notes that corNnunity policy in regard to food. aid and development
aid is characterised, at present, bY a major gap between the analyses
of the situation on-the-spot in the third world and e:qlreesionE of
intentions, on the one hand, and the methods used, the meanE of
assistance made availabl-e,and the significance attached to factoE8 -'Euch
as trade policy and foreigm policy - alien to these policies, on the
other hand;
19.
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20- Asks the comnission to transmit proposars designed to ensure, for the
entire development aid policy sector, a sharing of responsibility so
that this poricy may maintain it,s community character, that is:
- the cor:ncir, acting by quarified majority on the basis of a
proposal from the Commission and having consulted parliament,
determinee the broad lines of multiannual policy;
- the budgetary authority decides on the budget,ary resources to be
made available to finance this policy; and
- the Comnission carries out the poticy and imptements the budgetary
appropriations without having its responsibirity rimited by a
management corunittee ;
Non-budqetisation of the EDF
2L- Notes that the conunission, despite its declarations of principle,
has not, involved it,self sufficientry ctearry and furly in favour
of the budgetisation of the EDF;
22. Asks the Conunissionl
(a) to propose the amounts for incrusion in the r9g3 budget; and(b) to propose the necessary amendments to the general financial
regrulationi and
(c) to state that it considers the EDFg to be, unarnhiguously,
conununity funds for the financj-ng of community poricies;
Borrowinq and lendinq
23. Finds it deplorable that the commission should, abandon responsiJcillty
for certain financial activities to the European Investment Bank which
is outside parliamentrs cont,rol;
24- Notes the absence of adequate documentation that wourd enable
Parliament to check whether the Commission ensures sound, management
of the borrowing and lending activities of the EC;
25. Asks the conunission to provide a fulr written response to the two
preceding paragraphs;
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26. Wlshes to sgcure improvenents 
_.in Cgfuniesion admintetret{ofu, perttc}tTrly
relating to staff and adminisiration 6f remuneration and vehicles;
27. Aake the corrnission to respoiid full-y in writing to €fiE fdstr€e fdis'Ed
irr the working d,ocrments on Personnel and administration e:<penditure
attached to the present report and to the report on the 1979 dlscharge;
Accountinq asPects
28. rs disconcerted by (a) the difference of opinion between the Corurrission
and the court of Auditors in the matter of EC accounts - whlch poses a
problem in the context of the preparation of the discharge d,ecieion -
(b) the findings in the recent study(I)of the Court of Auditors of the
financial systems of the EC, and (c) the irregrularity of certain re@eiPts
and e:<Pendituree; '
29. Asks the Conunission to describe in writlng the steps it proposee to
take so as to overcome these difficul-ties;
Orrn resOurCeg
30. Recaltrs that the present system and functioning of financlal autonomy
means tha.t the Community's olvn resoureeis are due as dbdn' bg the'tevieE
51te established by the authorlties of the !4ember States even if the
,latter are responsible for administrative aspects of implementing
establishnent and coLlecti-ou 
i
31. Calls upon the Commission, in view of the delay in implenenting Council
Regulations no. 289L/77 and no. 2892/77, to'eubmit t6 Parliament the report
provided for under Articl6 22 of Council Regulalion no. ?.A9L/77 together
with amendments to'the Regulation, bY 1 June L982.
Takinq of decisiolt S,n discharqe at a later date
32. calls on the commission to submit the written replies, sought at
'paragraphs 4, 8, I0, L2, !5, L7,20,22,25,27 and 29 above, before
1 septenber L982, so that the committee on Budgetary control may be
able to put forvrard its final report on the discharge decision in
respect of the implementation of the 1980 financial year - ln whlch it
will set out ite comprehensive judgrm'ent on the management of EC funds
j-n 1.980 - before the end of the present calendar yeart
ffi c 342, 3r.r2.81
PE 76.76t/|gLrri
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Discharqe for the institutions other than the Commission
33. Will grant discharge to the institutions other than the Commission
- in respect of which no fundamental problems have arisen - when the
final report of the Committee on Budgetary control becomes available
later this year;
Ihe Council recommendation on the discharqe
34. Welcomes the more positive attitude of the Council to the preparation
of its recommendation on the 1980 accounts of the EC but. e:<presses
the wish that, in future years, the Council's suggestions in the
framework of the annual recorunendation will be more far-reaching and
comprehensive in naturei
35. Considers that it would be useful for the Council to examine annually
its performance in the budget sphere, in the context of its discharge
recorunendation , with a view to identifying those budget lines which
were not properly impleurented because oE (i) itE failure to.-BdoPt
certain measures and(ii).schenes held up by Council inaction;
,t
Delavs in-c-Iearance of accgunts
35. Deplores the fact that the delays in the work of clearance of the
EAGGF accounts have persisted and even increased, (1).rrd insists on
the urgency of catching up on these arrearsi
Eonrardinq of resolution
37. Instructs its President to fonrard this resolution and the Conunit.tee's
report to the Commission, the Council, the Court of A'uditors and
the Governments of Member States.
(t)o,r No. c 344, 3r.12.Br, para. 4.3r
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BExplanatory Statement
PART' I - BACHGROIIIID TO TI{E DIfICHARGE DECISION
Budqetarv control, a central parlianentarv function
1. Parliamentary .authority in the Member States has evolved
in the past through the development of control by the elected
representatives of the people over the use made by the executive of
moneys raised in taxes. Ilistorically, this development proved to
be a gradual process. At the EC level, the control function of our
Parliament has developed far more rapidly than has been the case
previously in any national democracy.
Parliament's powers strenqthened bv Treaty of 1975
2. This speedy development is largely attributable to the Treaty
ot 22 July 1975 - an important political text which was ratified by
all lvlember States in mid-1977. Apart from Parliament's right to adopt
the budget, this Treaty made three major significant changesl,
- Parliament was empowered to reject, the whole of the
draft budget, for important reasons, and call for the
submission of a revised draft;
- Parliament, was accorded the exclusive right to give
diseharge in respect of the impl_ement,ation of the
budget, actJ-ng on a recommendation from the Council; and
- the Court of Auditors was set up with a consequential
strengthening of the public accounting control of
Community revenue and expenditure.
Ho\arever, whilst, these ne!, pcrwers and responsibilities havE been
welcomed, there is still a long way t,o 9or of courge, before the
Parliament will be able to exercise its rightf,ul role as the
democratLc raw-making organ of the Ec. rn the meantime, there ie
a major responsibility on this institution to exercise its eolrttol
duties to the full.
Budoetary control responsibilities withln parlianent
3- within the framework of the parriament, the committee on
Budgetary control is charged with the task of ensuring contLnul_ng
supervision of the implementation of the EC budgEt. rts main
responsibilities are :
I Alahorrg! lot primarily affecting the right of discharge, the Trearyalso added to Parliament's responsibility by ensuring that parllament's
modifications to the budget courd only be rejected by a qualified
majority in Council.
- L2 - pE 76 .75y f,Ln.
- checking on the legality and regularity of expenditure of Community
funds as well as on Lhe ti-ming and effeotiveness of budgetary managementt
- investigating allegations of fraud and irregularrty affecting
Community funds and proposing steps to eliminate such irregularities;
- securing close collaboraEion with the spending committees;
- developing techniques for examining the cost-effectiveness of
expenditure;
- cooperating closely with the European Court, of Auditors; and
- ensuring the effectiveness of public accounting technigues in the
CommuniEy.
The Committee works on a continuing basis, but its major annual repgrt i6
that. which 
.QeaIs. :ith tr-re .annual di.scharge- decision
What is the discharqe decision?
4. Put simply, the grant of discharge means that the Conmission
hae had its management of Community funds during Ehe relevant,
financial year found by Parliament to be sound, regular And coet-ef,fiective
after the latter has examined the accounts and deliberated on the
report of the Court of Auditors and considered the recommendation of
the Council. Obviousty, it is first, and foremost a polit,icaJ-
decision because it reflects a judgement on the manner in which the
Commission has used - or f,ailed to use - the resources made availPble to it
for edrrytng'out-Communi.t!,policiesi'of 'course,.'it iE aXso . f,ighfyl technical
procedure which involves the scrutingf of complicat.a ..grri.tions and
accounts. The importance of the decision is highlighted by the vi'ews
expressed by l4r. Tugendhat on behalf of the Commission on 7 July L9772
"Refusal t,o grant discharge can be interpreted in only two ways: either
discharge has been postponed - this is the situatlon envisaged by the
Financial Regulation, which states that the discharging authority
must inform the Commisslon of the reasons for postponement of it,e
decision - or discharge is purely and simply refused. This raiees
the question of sanctions. Neither the Treaties nor the Financial
Regrulation provide for any legal sanction. Thus, logically it ls a
general- sanction which the Treaties confer upon Parliament, that is,
a political sanction which would be the normal conseguence of a
refusal to give discharge. Such refusal would hence be extremely
serious; the Commission thus censured wou1d, I think, have to be
t
replaced. " -
1 
"orop""n Parliament Debates July Lg77, 
page 255.
- 
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5. The seriousnesg with which Parlianent regards thie step ls
reilected iri RuId 52(2) of its Ru1es of Procedure which states that
r,a motion for refrisal to grant a discharge shall be approved only if
it obtains thb voEes of the majority of the current Members of
iatIiament,,. Mbte specific rules are being dra.fted f,-or the dlisihafge; I
DrdDaratibn of the diEcharqe decision
6. The Committee on Bddgetary Control, when preparing the discharge
decision, carefull-y examines the basic documents and hears individual
members of th€ Court of Auditors and of the Commission. Senior officials
of the Commiseion, and of otheq ii-stS.tuttonsi' aIEo attend rdgularly
ahd respond to queries affecting those sectors of outlay irlth which
they are particularly conversant. RePresentatives of the spending
Cofimitteeb of iarllament are invited to attend meetings of the
eonmit,tee on Budgetary Control at whlch relevant sectors are discussed
and the oplnions of these Committees are taken into account fully.
Furthermore, Council is represented at the meeting at which its
rbconurenclatlon is delivered.
Follcnir-up to the discharqe
7. It wogl-d, of eourse, be erroneous to consl-der that the decision
to grant discharge marks the end of the story. Article 85 of the financial
1..
regulationr'provides for Parliament; to' adopt-comments 'accompanyihg'the
aiscnarbe aecl.tsiorr] rnstitutiond are-..qoi;"a t}'otak€ all appippriate
step-s to'takb'acti6n on tri-e conmerits apB6hiirlg ]ri'ttre 'dboisioirs-lgiving
discharg6.."'The financial controller of each. institutlq!.is i
-_d
rEqirlrbd to "Eake account of the comment,s made ln the deciEions
giving diecharge" . Thus, the discharge has a binding and contlnuous
effect - particularly on the Commission which is primarily concerned.
In recent years, it has been the practice to call on the Commission
to report back to Parliament on the steps taken to effect tshe deelred
reforms called for in the discharge decision. Thie response by the
Cornmission forms the basis for a special- debate in ParLiament whlch, logically,
bhould..take plaoe befo@.-tJre grarrt 
,-of Atsohefs";.fg tfy 5ofiowing'.Sgar is
cons idered.
'o, 
"356, 31 December L977
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Br ief revi€l.r, !E_!IglIs.g.
8. Ncrvr that the first directly-elected Parliament has reached
the halfiaay stage in its mandate, it is appropriate to review
briefly the achievements of the Committee on Budgetary Control - the
setting up of which was, significantly, one of the first acts of
the new Parliament in .TulY L979.
g. The committee has caught up with the arrears of public
auditing of Comnunity funds; it has evolved an effective
cooperation with the Court of Auditors which is vital to the smooth
functionirrs o.f its, work; it_has ,met in public and [ras also.'d'ealt'
with very confidential matters; its activities have led to the
recovery of funds, to better control over the use of appropriations, to
a keener appreciation by spending officials of the need to avoid
wasteoftaxPayers'monefrarldtoiRprovedbudgetary.maqagement'
The Committee has presseu also for closer liaison between EC borrowing
and lending activities and general financial policy.'' overall, the
Committee has proved an effective safeguard.for the interests pt
the EC consumer 
^.a-i.*puy"t.
10. The agricultural sector is-one in'which the Committee has.'-
exercised considerable pressurel and it is satisfying to note that,
in a recent Commission texto, the savings resulting from a better
management of the cAPvfier-re estimated to be of the order of 1'000
million EUA. This single item of information shows how positive
the outcome of the Committeets work has been.
11. Work on other funds has also pushed ahead. In Mr. Wettig'g report3
last autumn, the criteria applicable to the management of the Social
Fund were examined, the need to ensure efficient use of resources was
stressed and a wide range of recommendations was put forward.
12. On many other subjects - the ECSC, the safeguarding of Community
revenue, the wine sector, the JRC establishments, EC decentralised
bodies - pioneering political control work has been undertaken by
the Committee ,' and hotdbly by j-ndividual specialist r.apporteurer
with positive results in regard to-eco'nomy and efficiency.
e.g. see Eext by Lord Bruce of Donington attached to Doc- l-463/79
the Battersby report (Doc l-79/80) and
the Dankert resolution (OJ no. CL72' 13.7.81 p.96)
the Aigner report (Poc I-846/81)
COI,4 ( 81 ) 608 f inal, paragraph 59
3 oo.. L-547/8L and oJ No. C287/80, 9.11.81, P.80
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l{ork to be done
13,. Arthough a rarge measure of success has attended the efforts
of the comrnittee to date, much remains to be done in the ever_changing
worrd of the poJ-itical contror of the EC budget. This is not surprising
because the activities covered incrude the ECSC, goods in transit,
aid Uo third world countries, assistance to development projects and
a vaFt and complicated agriculturar sector. The problems are added toby the existence of deeply-rooted ad,ministrative practices in the ten
ivlember states, ranguage differences and various levels of controls which
do not always merge together smoothly. one shouldnotlose sight either
of the fact that, even at the revel 0f individual l"lember states!
where cont.rol of public expenditure has been exercised, for many
decades in a single-language, unified administration system, thereis need for constant vigirance and supervision. For instance, in the
united ringdom the committee of public Accounts, which was set upin 1861, has a constant volume of work to carry out - r21 years later! As
forrbwing paragraphs of this text show 
- and as is evident from the
accompanying commenLs 
- a continuing effort is reguired if the budgetis to be impremented as parlianent wishes, if waste is to be
eradicated and if the best value is to be ensured for community funds.
14. The committee on Budgetary contror, in carrying out its work,
endeavours to avoid duplicating the efforts of other contror .i nstancss,
at the Memher state audit body, national parliament, court ofAuditors or commission rever: rather, it endeavours to exert porltlcalpressure for lmprovements and draws together the findings of the otherleve1s of control- contacts with members of nationar parliaments are highly
varued and form a part of the committee's annual prograrnme.
Court of Auditors
I5 The rapporteur wishes to pay a special tribute to the
excellent work done by the court of Auditors since its inception. rts
annual reports have been comprehensive in their coverage and the ad hoc
reports on special topics have enabled parliament to fo110w up speedily
certain issues that otherwise might have dragged on unresolved. The ECAhas rived up ful]y to the hopes expressed by parriament.r The ful,_time
ECA is able to deal in greater depth with problems than its part-timepredecessor the Audit Board could; moreover, the provlsions of theTreaty for a normar six year term of offlce enable Members to make a
sustained and well-prograrnmed contrlbution whirst at the same timekeeping open the possibilities for introducing new members with fresh
4pproaches and new accounting techniques.
See Doc
Doc
143/75 
- Report on the role and function of parliamentary controlof Community resources and 
"*p."ait"r.r-""a461/75 - para 5l of Lhe explanatory statement.
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16' rn this context, parriament is consurted by the councir, pursuant to
eiticte 206(4) of the EEC Treaty, before the appointment of members of theEcA. on the most recent-occasion that thiE bonsuttation took olaeerl
there uas inadequate time for a furr and meaningful eJrhange of vieus, .-
althor:gh it is r.ror:thy of note that on this oeeaeion al1 fou_r eandldates-
appeared before the committee on Budgetary eontrol and answ_ereq quesLipirs
put by members. rt is to be hoped that., ln future, the Council wlII seg toi.t that consultation bakes place well in advanqe and in cLrcumEtances that
will permit Parliament to exercige its poli€ical .r.responsibllities fully.
i4l.r_I__- rqqr igao supcrr.:. aDoprroN
l7 ' rn the preceding section, the rapporteur has outlined the political
significance of parliamentary control work and the extent of recent
efforts in this domain; in the folrowing section, the main issues
affecting the 1980 discharge decision are discussed; in this section, the
rapporteur describes briefry the background to the adoption of t.he l9g0budget.
Obstlnacy of the Council
18. The attitude of the council in relation to the 19g0 budget canbest be described as pertinacious cavilling. As a result of councilrsblocking of Parriamentts modest proposals for amendments and modificati-ons,Parliament was obliged, on t3 December L979, to reject outiight the 19g0draft budget.' ultimately, council agreed grudgingly to a set of compromiseproposals that justified the foll-owing comments by the commission:
"rt would be right to underrine that the r9g0 budget ... was for a yearin which, as a result of the prevailing potitical circumstances, the 1evel
of budget expenditure enabred the community to carry on its business butdid not contribute to any significant development of existing or new
Community policies'! 
. 
3
19. riirv was parriament forced to reject the draft budget for 19g0 and
seek the presentation by the commission of a revised draft? The answerto this question is to be found in the folrowing pithy comments by rt+. D4pkqp_g.4:
""'the Budget council cannot and will not accept the responsibility thatis its as a councir- and as part of the budgetary authority. ... I4any of thedifficulties that have arisen during the budgetary procedure stem from thefact that the Budget council is in fact a second-rate council, in other
words more of a book-keeping machine than a policy making body. A council
of this kind can only work with a Parliament that contents itself with thepart of the prayground allotted to it and that waives the responslbi-lity
conferred on the budgetary authority by the Treaty. This parliament cannotdo that".
1 S." Docs. L-430/gI, !-469/gL and OJ No. CZOO, 12.lO.gl, p.I17
- OJ No. C4, 7.I.80, p.373 Preliminary Draft Budget 19g1,Vo1. 7A, page J_3, 2nd paragraph4 D.b"t.s of the fp Sitting of 11 .L2.7.9r p.69, 2nd column, :rA paragrapfr
- 
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The evolution of the I98O budget
20. The committee on Budgets-and parliament on 7 November L979 -
followed Mr. Dankert's proposaLs for increases in expenditure for the
Regiona[ and Socia1 Funds and for other areas whee the Commission had
demonstrated its fulr capacity to spend amount.s voted. rn view of
the imminent exhaustion of own resources, Parliament endeavoured to
contain agricultural spending. Among the modifications proposed was one
which put forward the idea of a higher coresponsibility 1evy for milk
products, revenue from which would be used to offset agricultural structural
spending, reading to a rerative reduction in agriculturat outtray.
2L- Parliament's modifications were rejected by Council. Furthermore,
council was only prepared to accept an increase of approximatery 2oo
mirrion EUA out of the total of some 800 mil-lion EUA sought for the
Regional and SociaL Funds anct for other essential Community activities.
Ivloreover, Council $ras not - and still is not - prepared to eommit'itself.
bn the budEetization of .borrowing and lending activities Or -f.h" European
Deveropment Fund. Against this background, !,1r. Dankert's rejection
resorution was approved by 288 votes in,-favour to 64 against with I
abstention, on 13 December 1979.
22- For six calendar months, the Comnunity operated on the provisional
one-twelfth system of financing so as to maintain its operations. Mean-
while, tbe new budget draft put forward by the Commission was the subject
of protracted negotiations between Parliament and Council. At the June
198o part-session, a limited package of amendments was approved by
Parliament : Council was less intransigent than it had been earlier an{i, on9 July I98O, the President of Parliament $ras able to declare the budget
defrnitrvely adopted (I).
2:. Supplementary air& amending budger--{+oJ), o.f t9g0, f inalLv aioptEa on l
'20 November 1980, increased expenditure bv l33mEUAri rt-eni&ea an'idGnce-1,
.(.chaoter:58) for the supplementary mealures to assist the United Kingd6m a,nd
''to;k- account of the chanqes in repayments to Member Stat-es, for the collection
'of"own resources (chapter 40).i-- ' ..
- 
-:1
d24. on 4 December 1980, the Commission submitted preliminarv ai.ft 1
€rrrrB3.einent*ry-budgat .4no-2)ainted at qrantinq emercrency ai,d,, amounting to
40mEUA, to the victims of the rtalian earthquake. Further, the Commissiontgugbested,addinq l0omEuA t.o the social Fund.paymenr approprialions. onP12'pecember rgeo, sE-couneii'ssinr -on draft 
"uppr"fio"ritary 6uag"t-Tno" z)lffiigh- cut back the appropriations regoeste€r by the'c.runlssion-fps,f5,"-i
.:ffcial. rund frqln l-dt,nau ro 60mEUA -- .-- ---
25' on 18 December 1980, Parliament adopted a series of amendments hrhich
reguLted in. a'n increase of 326.4*EUA in the sociar fund payments. This
supprementary budget (no- 2 of r98o) was decrared finarry adopted by thePresident of parliament on 23 December 19g0.
OJ no. L242, 15.9.80
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PART III - GI,OBAL MANAGEMENT OF THE I98O BUDGET
Use made of the 1980 payments appropriations
25. The delay in the adoption of the general budget for 1980, together
with the lateness of the no 2 supplementary budget, had an impact on the
implementation of the budget. In the following table, the rapporteur sets
out the principal headings for payments appropriations (aIl f,igures have
been rounded).
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institut ione )
931"6 89&: 77L1 67.2 59"I 5 4.9 48,4 6;6 82q1
2. EAGGF-
Guarantee r 507,5 II 5O5ri tI 306 8r7 I90.3 1I
3. EAGGF-
Guidance 308.7 3 zq.O 28q.L 3 5.9 548,4 317,3 305,2 25.9
4. Socia1
Fund 7OO,7 700.7 502.O l9 817 231*2 233.2 73
5. Regional
Fund 403.O 403.O 387.7 r5.3 339rO 339.O 7 26"
6. Research
investment
ener9y 353,5 365ts7 188.O t7 7.L o.6 IIL 3 LOz.2 1.5 1.5 29q
7. Cooperation
with devslop.
countries 52U^.4 66@ 295.8 366.8 4.2 288"I 2L3-O 75.r 5OBr
8. other
sectors L32,7 132,L 3 5.5 9 5.5 LO 641 42.3 ] 6..6 6,2 77.
9. Repayments
to ivlember
States I L67t6 L 241,4 I o95"r 1410 3,O 127,O L27,,( o,o L 22L
TOTAL 6 18215 6 233"3 4 865, I 10& 258,3 1 867;'1 L 422.4 329 .4 115 .3 L6 289"
Source : OJ no C 344, 3I.12.'81 , P.183
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27, The main featureg of this table are:
- 
the substantia-L-sums carried over from r-979 (L.867. 1 rn-irtion E,a)-
, equivar'En{''t-ri rrtt' of 'trrE paymenrs approprd"iri:5;E;vot<id-foi-rgTo,
* 'the high level 0f carryovers from rgg0 to rggt in the EicGF
Quida-lide Sector, the Social Fund, the ie_GearctrJnru"iil"nt l"rrU
energy sector, and cooperation with devea6;n;i:""unrriesri
- the way in which the EAGGF payments appropriations we." lr=a,r-. .
up to the hirt, with a mere 1.658 -tleing, crioei-=r"a i- ._--- -
- the cancellation of 75.1 mirrion EUA of funds that shourd have
been paid in the framerrrork of cooperat,ion with deveroping
countries.
28- parriament has repeatedry carled for a bett,er equilibrium within
thp budget as between agricurturar and nonragrieultural outlay. As thefollowing tabre revears, rgg0 showed an improvement in this particular
ratio' rt aleo shoned a reduetion in the share of totaL outlay represented
by administrative expenditure and an increase in the combined outlay on
social, regionar and the research, investment and energy sect,ors. rt ie
noteworthy that, in r-990, reintburdements to Menber states (at 2.6% of thebudget) e*rieecled the amounE devoted tt, encrgM, ,inveetment and research (at
1,.8pl. of the budg_e!) ,grl-Eo food a+.d (q..1! 1.9% of the budget),. The.reeearch,
and
Year Administration
rc
EAGGF
@garanteet.
EAGGF
Guidance
Social
Fund
Regional
Fund
Reseaach
invest-
ment,
6htorgy
Cooperation
wlth
developing
counf,"ries
L973
L974
t975
L975
L977
L97A
L979
1980
8.0
7.5
5.8
t.8
5.7
5.7
5.4
5.0
79.3
72.6
75.2
73.6
70.9
77.5
72.6
69.4
3.1
2.4
2.9
3.0
3.4
2.7
2.8
3.7
L.2
5.3
2.1
3.5
3.6
2.4
4.L
4.5
L.+
3.8
A.t
2.1
3.6
4.5
1.8
L.7
L.8
1.e
1.5
1.e
1.8
1.a
LE
3.7
5.1
1.9
2.5
2.2
2.8
3.I
investmenE and energy sector
sectors 
- w?s static over the
r whieh should have been one of
eight years 1973 to I9gO.
the more dynamic
Source: OJ no. C344, 31.L2.gL, p.L92
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Carrvovers
29. rn his report on the 1978 discharge, Mr' Bautersby drew tttlntron
to the problems raised by a high level of carryovers. Parliament adopted
the following paragraph in the comments accompanying the discharge
decision: "Considers that the levels of carryovers from one financial year
to another drasticatly distort the accounts, take from transparency and
clarity, and frustrate the intentions of Parliament as reflected in the
annual budget, as adopted".
30. The follovring table shows that there has been a steady improvement
in the past few years in so far as the level of carryovers ie concerned,
but the situation will need to be kept under contl-nuous review.
carryovers from the previous financial year
Year Carryovers
( after
transfers)
Pa)ments Carryovers to
the following
floancial year
cancellations (2)
I 2 3 Q=
L-2-3
L97 3
L974
L975
L976
L977
L978
L979
1980
1 330.1
t 980.3
2 322.9
2 L23.4
2 787.4
2 007.o
2 098.e (3)
I 867. r (4)
470.7
I 076.0
r 406.6
L 030.4
L 477.6
L 239.2
L 44L.8
I 422.4
577.9
635. 3
88s.6
800. 7
894.4
601.2
457 .9
329.4
2AL.5
269.0
30. 7
292.7
415. 3
L66.6
L99.2
115. 3
mua
mua
mua
mua
mua
MEUA
MEUA
MEUA
Source : OJ no . C344, 3I .12 .81, P. I90 )
A special factor in 1980 was, of course, the lat,e adoption of
the no;, 2 supplementary budget, which made,E certain leve1 of,.carrlovers
unavoidable; therefore, the underliing improvement waE greater than
that which is apparent in the table.
( 
') o, no. L180 , L4 .7 .8o , p .2L(2)lrrclraing-ainic 1978 the adJustnent of, th6 bal-enco of, esrmitments folloring
variatioig tn. EUA rates regirding EAGGF Griidance Eeetion approprlations
from before igZZ and 1976 appropriations for the Friuli region.(3)ora.r a'transfer'of 30.0 MEUA to the 1979 appropriations 'cooperati6n
with developing countries' .(4)ora"r a'transfer' of 38.8 I{EUA to the I98O appropriatlons 'CooperaLion
with developing countries' .
- 
2! 
- 
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PART IV - OBSERVATIONS ON THE SECTORS
31. The rapporteur now turns to a detailed consideration of
certain points raised in the ECAreport, matters brought up by the
rapporteurs for the various sectors and issues to which attention has been
drawn by members of the Committee on Budgetary Control either in working
documerlts or orally at Committee meetings.
32. As the agricultural sector accounts for seven-tenths of EC
expendlture, certain aspects warrant careful analysis.
flCAs
33. An aspect of the CAP to which attention needs to be drawn is the
operation of monetary compensatory amounts. These were introduced at the
end of the l-950s, to offset the effect of fluctuat,ions in the exchange
rates on the price of agricultural products. 'When a currency appreciatedr
which normally would make exports dearer and imports cheaper. monetary
comPensatory subsidies were granted on exports and monetary compensatory
levies charged on imports to offset the extent of currency appreciation.
On the other hand, when a currency depreciated, its exports would normally
have become cheaper and its imports dearer and so levies were charged on
exports and subsidies grant.ed on imports. The subsidies are supplied from,
and the levies payable to, Community coffers.'.
34. l.lcAs have retarded the process of integrating price revels, they
have added considerabry Lo the comprexity of the cAp and have opened up
possibiJ-ities for frauds and irnegularities. A number of possible solutions
were set out in Mr. shawts report on the lszS urraget.l Their removal dlourd
represcnt a.better ovPrall situation ina wofild improve budgetary t,ransparency.
35. In' a budgetary control report, our concern is with efficiency and
effectlveness in the use of taxpayersr funds. It is appropriate) however').q1
.this pointr_ to recall the Justifj.cation for the common''airicultural policy, its
positive aspects anE-the weak poinis bi this major nC iolicy.
36. n'he objectives are sound and varid; briefly, they are as follows:
assurirtg the availability of food suppries, stabirisation of markets,
improving price stabirity for consumers, ensuring a fair standard of
living for those working on the 1and, and increasing agricultural
productivity by promoting technical progress, by rationalising agricultural
productd-on and by optimising the factors of production.
Doc- 34L/77, Annex 1
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37 - There have been very positive achievements. 
.price stability hasimproved; community food supplies are more securei imports of certain foodproducts have been reduced and the balance of payments situation of theCommunity has benefited accordingly; the upward trend of expenditure bythe individuar Member states in reration to agricurture has moderated;
new areas of agricultural production have been developed; exports ofcertain food products are of advantage to the balance of tradei and therehas been an improvement in the incomes of those engaged in agriculture.
38. The following are some of the failings of the CApbrought to notice: that are frequent-ly
already prosperou" , 
,
- subsidisation has generated persistent surpluses of centain commpditiesthat make for a waste of funds;
- the complexity of, and the failure to consoridate, community
regulations in this domain give,. scope for fraud andirregularities;
- harmonization of agriculture-related expenditure by the EC
and by lvlember States is incomplete;
- the vorume of EC expenditure on agriculture has distorted
the budget;
- the image of the EC has been adversely affected by the media
attention that the budgetary imbalance generatesi
- not enough is done to improve the overall structUre of
agricurture because the greater part of available funds
are used up on the Guarantee sidet and
- the distribution of Ecarce resources to
agriiu1turiiL- rei;i,ohs 
.
see,tor
39. Although it may seem that, in endeavouring to set right the
various shortcomings identified, an unduly hostile attitude has ,been
adopted, the rapporteur would point out that the main thrust ofpolitical control work must be directed toward correcting errors, ensuringthat they are not repeated and improving the management of funds. rn thefollowing paragraphs, the rapporteur discusses certain of the principal
aspects of Ec agricultural expenditure issues and related matters that
come within the ambit of the discharge decision. The fact that theseparagraphs reveal deep-seated problems does not mean that the rapporteur ishostild to a prudent and appropriate policy in the agricultural sector:
rather, he believes tha! unless grounds for criticism and evidence of
waste are eliminated, this policy will continue to be contested and
endangered.
The rapporteur wishes to draw the attention of members arso tothe excerlent report prepared by Mr. wettig on the financing of the EAGGE'Guarantee sector in I9g0 (pE 76.549).
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(a) Eraude and irrecnrlarities
40. One of the main problems facing the management of EC funde is
the edverse effect on the media generated by the rumoura - frequently
exaggprated - of frqudF in the EAGGF. The following quotation puts
thp situation succinctlY:
'4.36 Public opinion finde it difficult to accept the
existence of frauds and irregularities in the management
of the EAGGF Guarantee Section. The announcement by the
press at regular intervals of spectacular frauds adds to
lhe doubts expressed ae to the sound financial management
of the Common Agricultural Policy, and naturally in euch
circumstances it is generally expected of the Court of
Auditors that it will examine carefully the manner in
which the Member States ard the CommieEion fulfil Eheir
respective obligations under Regulation No. 283/72' .l
4L. In the 1980 financial year, 246 caaes of irregularity were
2notified-. l[hese cages are analyeed in the two document,e clted.
They give justifiable grounds for concern. Neverthelees, it ehould
be borne in mind that recovery proceduree are progresaing and the
gppropriate leesons are being drawn. It should not be forgotten
that the taek of detection and recovery is one which falls largely
within the ephere of responeibility of the lilember States - al.though,
of courae, its is for the Community institutions to endeavour to
blook pgseibitities for euch frauds by clqeing legislative loopholi:s and
by ensuring closer cooperation between admihistrations.3
4?. the public can rightJ-y feel concerned because of (i) 
-the sl6*r pace of
recovery of EC funds involved in frauds and irregularitier (see
fol[o4ing table), (ii) the uneven balance as betr{een the Member
States ln the matt,er of the number of cases detected in aach country,
(tii) an evident tardiness in bilateral or multilateral approaches to
the problem, and (iv) the cumbersome nature of Ec J.egislation ln the
EAGGF Guarantee sphere which leaves open the possiblLities for error
and fraud which adversely influence the EC budget.
1 O, no. C344, 3L.L2.8I, paragraph 4.36
O.7 no. C344, 31.12.8I, table 4.12 aod paragraph 7.8.2 of
colq (81) 506 final
Attention is drawn to para 4.38 of the ECA report on the implementation
of Council directive 7'l/435/EEC on the scrutiny of commercial documents.
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in the EAGGF Guarantee section I
'{3'." It is apparent that 785 (or 698) of these reported cases occurredin the united Kingdom and Germany co.pllries which account for abott 32.48-*
of final EC agricultural production. on the other hand, France and rtaly,
which produce 48.98 of finar agricultural production, repbrted only
167 (or 148.) bas'es of l-rlGgufiTiry. - 'F.*--r-\-.-
- 
------r- -'- l-_.* 
--_,..t,'-'--'l .- :_l__ _. _i
RecovPry of payments 1n cases of irregularity
in the EI{GGF Guarantee sections 1
44. ' rt is dvru.iiJrffi.-this rab
the sum invorved in reporr.u r...lir::i:r:fmrf-:;yil;lllf s .--.t-obegp recovered.
are, of course,
however, a
For 1974 and 1977, the percentages are particulafly Iow. Thereparticular difficulties in effecting recovery in specific cases:greater effort is obviously necessary than has been made in the past,.
- Source : Com(81)506 final, annex 17
Year Amount involved
LL,937,L32
2 ,329 ,17 9
1,307,549
4 ,359 , 4gg2,ggg,Lg}
5 ,655 , g6l
9,L37 ,947
2 ,97 4 ,136
2,o92,gg3
2L,492 ,254
4g9un!_Iecover9g
11, 907, 040
r, 05r, 016
657,9I5
969,216
L ,37 I ,229
2 ,445 ,950
2,255,75L
1,L27,277
I ,324 ,335l,6LL,4gg
(3) as t of (2)
98. 9
45.1
50.3
22.2
47 .3
43.2
24 .7
39.2
63.3
7.5
I97 T
L972
797 3
197 4
t975
197 6
1977
L97 I
L979
19 80
Total 64,072,63g 24 ,621 , 116 38.4
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45. Delay in prosecuting frauds may lead Lo 'statute of linltations'
problems in other l{ember States: here, the CO!4O case is an eloquent.
example. However, the rapporteur would like to place on record his
appreciation of the efforts made by the Comrnission to inform
responsible officials in Member States of relevant aspects - Iast
year's seminar in Brussels ie a case in point.l
The Eurocri-rres Treatv
.45. Not nearly enough has been done by the Council anil by the
Ivlember States to safeguard EC funds or to ensure speedy recovery in
casea where fraud has taken pIace. fhe rapporteur, Eherefore, welcomes
the information to the effect that progress has been made in the
Council in the matter of prepaging a draft instrument known
colloguially as the 'Community Crimes Treaty'. The President-in-office
of the council2has indicated that this Treaty - whlch will amend the
main EC Treaties - will deal with frauds of any nature that lead to
a loss to the Community budget.
47. It is regret,table that thie draft instrument should have taken
so long to complete. Preparation conmenced In 1971 and it was con-
sidered by Parliament in L97A. Since then, it has been lying ln the
care of a working group of Council officials entitl-ed 'the Ad Hoc
Working Group on the court of Justice and protection under the
Criminal Law'. UnforEunately, it appears that this working group
did not begin Eo give detailed attention to the instrumenB uptil
early in 1981. Under the British Presid€oclr the draft convention on
crimes against the financial instruments of the Community was puehed
ahead. The rapporteur hopes that, over the coming months, this vital
piece of conmunity legislation will be completed and implemented
because it constitute€ an essential el-ement in the batEle against
fraud and irregularities, which has been teferred to at paragraphs
40 to 44 . Ivlr Gabert' s report on f rauds that operate to the
detriment br nc funds is in preparation and will shed right on ways
of overcoming such frauds.
The rapporteur would also like to pay a weLr-deserved tribut,e tothe good work done by I{r. Ben patt,erson MEp in the committee onBudgetary contror which ted to worthwhile reforms being broughtinto effect on the Anglo-lrish border with a substantial cut-back in.the.scope for irregularities. The work in question is des-cribed in his working papei which is annexed to this report
Lord MacKay of Clashfern.
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(b) Closure of aceounts
48. The long delays in the closure of accounte is a matter to whlch
attention has been drawn by the Committee on Budgetary Control on many
occasions. At paragraph 4.31 of the report on 1980, the ECA states
'Delays in the work of clearance have persisted and even increased'.
This has an effect, on the overall management of the appropriations
for the agricultural sector. Hohrever, as the ECA will devote a
special report to this issue, the rapporteur will leave fuller corunent
over until a later occasion. Discharge continues to be given while
large.:I_otna= of expenditure are stiII provisional .
(c) State aids
49. pipmbe+ states d€voue,{rast suns,t6''the agricrr}turaL. sector.'-!Dhe fact
that the Commission states that 'most of the national measures
notified to the Commission have been compatible with the Community
'l
rules ....'- is dieturbing. The rapporteur agrees ful-Iy with the
statement of the Commission that 'the Commission cannot, of course,
perform the tasks assigned to it by the Treaty of Rome in the field
of competition unlees it can rely on the cooperation of all the
I"tember States, with due observance of both the Community rules and1'
the principles of the conmon agricultural policy.' 'Action in'this
-1, I
sphefe should hafe a. high pribrity.
(d) Sales of aqricultural producte to state-tradinq countrles
50. The rapporteur has no objection to sales of food products to
state-trading countries, provided orderly .market conditions app1y, the
Commission exercisea a responsible supervisory role and provided sharp
operators do not make undue speculative gains at the expense of the
European taxpayer. As IvIr. Aigner's report2 shows, the Commission's
management of the sales to the USSR in 1980 shored up lamentably the
inabitity of that instigution to fulfil its promises to Parliament.
In view of the detailed explanatory statement prepared by lvlr. Aigner
and also in view of the full debate in pJ-enary on the subject on
L9 February 1982 and again on 8 March'L982, further comment at lhis
stage woutd be superfluous I
1 commission report on 'The Agricultural Situation in the comflunity'
1981 report, paragraph 361
2 
,o" . L-846/8L
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(e) Other matters
- export refund expenditure
5I.. The EcA urges that there should be greater crarity and fuller
information avairabre to the commission when examining export refund
expenditure so that a more thorough anarysis may be possibre (parc 4.51L.
rt is understood from the commission that an improved system of
information processing is being evolved.
- 
procedure for mErkj_nq advances
52 " The procedure for the operation of the system of advancee is
defined in Commission Regulation (EEC) no. 3g)/7g. IBecause of theshortcomings identified by the EcA at paragraph 4.7, the rapporteur
urges the comrnission to effect the amendments t,o this Reguration
that are identified by the ECA.
- caeh position accouot,s
53. The rapporteur agrees with the point made by the ECA that,
as already indicated by the discharge authority, the commission should
adhere to a single meLhod of presenting the monthry and annual accounts
of the cash position (para 4.13)1.
-
54-. Losses in the management of intervention stocks amounted to
718 million EUA; this incr-uded the outlay on a number of speciar
measures to dispose of products on the internal market. Thepresentation of expenditure does not show the cost of eaeh different
mea'ure for disposal 0f the stored products. whirst, it is appreelatedthat there are technical difficulties invorved, the necessary arteratLons
should be made so that the information which is vital may be readily
obtained (para 4.32)L 
"
- transfer of stocks
55. As is admitted by the Commission, there are accounting problems
rerated to the Lransfer of sLocks between Member states at nil pr6.ce. Asolution would have been to frame the transfer arrangements in such a waythat the inLervention agency receiving the stocks ent,erg the var.ue of theproducts during the month when Lhey are reeeived (commission repry topara 4 '34)-' A proposar to this effect was not accepted by the councir.Your rapporteur asks that the Couneil r:econsider the m*fter. 
.
I OJ no. c344, 31.12.81
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- minor irregularities
56. The draftsman urges the Commission to amend its rules so that a
distinction may be made between cases of manifest fraud or irregularity
and cases where the recipients of premiums are unable to meet their
undertakings.
EAGGF Guidance sector
57. Thanks to the substantial working documentl prepared by I'1r.
Filippi on the Guidance sector of the EAGGF, the raPporteur can be
brief on this point. Any cancellation of appropriations in this
sector is regrettable, because of the impact on public opinion which wishes
to see a reform of this sector tied in with other regional and social
policy instruments. He appreciates the way in which the Commission has
taken on board the recommendation at paragraph 5.62. He welcomes the fact
that the Commission is keeping a cLose watch on the issue raised at)paragraph 5.20- .
Where does the EAGGF money go?
58. The view is widely held that the EAGGF money goes toward propping
up non-viable and small farmers. In fact the situation is different.
A relatively small share of the funds paid out of the Community budget
finds its way to small and less efficient farmers. Too much goes to
middlemen and large farmers. Indeed,the EAGGF has subsidised certain
large producers (e.g. milk) whitst the Guidance sector . has failed to
help the small farmers.
We need, therefore, a review of both EAGGF Guarantee.and'Guidancd i-n
the light-of the declared piinCipies.of the CAP.
Recapitulation
59. In the preceding paragraphs on agriculture' it is apparent that
there is a good deal of weak management in the entire sector. MCAs
complicate the situation and open the doors for frauds and irregularities.
Accounts are closed far too late. tttoney involved in irregularities is
recovered too slowly. There is not nearly enough cooperation between
Member States in stamping out frauds. State aids to agriculture may, in
part at least, run counter to the EC budgetary effort. Sa1es of agricul-tural
products to state-trading countries have been marred by undue speculative
gains by sharp operators. The effort on the Guidance side has proved to
be disappointing. There appears to be need for an overall re-think of
this sector by all parties concerned.
r Annex vr2 ot c344, 31.12.8r -29- PE 7 6 .7 6L/ .eLh.
Enercnr, research, teehnoloov and industrv
GO., The budget is the main policy instrument available to the EC for coping
with the overall problems facing the citizens of Europe.' As such, it is
inadequate because of the small sums that the Council is prepared to endorse.
As Lord Bruce of Donington pointed out in his document on the 1977 discharge,
,'even had the budget been futty implemented, its size would have prevented
it from having little more thEn a marginal effect on the European economy"l.
Nevertheless, Parliament must endeavour to ensure that the relatively modeet
amounts available .ere used - and used to maximum effectivenegs.
61. A brief glance at the background highlights the magnitude of the problems
confronting the Community in this sector. The rapporteur draws attention
to the excellent statement of the EC Commission on the automobile industr,y2.
Close on 2 million persons are employed in the European metor industry. 
.EC
exports of passenger cars to non:member countries fe1l from 2,458,000 units
in 1970 to 1,899,000 units in 1980. The European motor industry's position
is such that its trading surplus in cars can pay approximately 208 of the EC oil
import bil]. This statistic is j-nLeresting for two reasons : firstly, the
great industrial effort in this sector results in a positive base balance
that covers no more than one fift\ of the EC bill for one element of its energy
requirements; secondly, this positive feature can only be safeguarded if the
sector remains competitive. As the supplement in question points out at
paragraph 17:
". . . firms' technological capability
one aspect of their competiti-veness
their survival"
will no longer be simply
but a very condition of
62, The removal of barriefs to intra-Community trade which causes so much
dislocation to workers and employers, will have been in vain if there is
not a continued investment in technology. Of course, the vast bulk of this
outlay will be undertaken by private enterprise, buE the EC must fulfil
its overall role as the provider of a dynamic of innovation and technical
change. Otherwise, the future of Europe - already bleak in prospect - will
be bleaker sti11. The rapporteur is particular_ly concerned (a) because of
the failure of the Council to adopt a far more positive attitude towards
the position of Parliament in regard to new initiatives and (b) because of
the problems discovered in EC research establishments3.
1 Do.. 7-463/79, page 99, paragraph
Supplement 2/At to the Bulletin of
See Doc. 7-59/8L
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the European Communities
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63. Budgetary control work is directed towards ensuring value for money,
the avoidance of wastage of funds and the securing of economy and efficiency
in the general sphere of the encouragement of research and innovation. In
view of the preceding paragraph, this sector of Community activity needs to
be prosecuted vigorously. The need for effective policies is underlined
further, on social grounds, by the alarming table reproduced belowl:
Unemployment in the EC
el-------i2-9-se
Germany
France
ItaIy
Netherlands
Belgium
United Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark
EEC
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
United Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark
EEC
6 .06
(per cent of
3
6
7
4
8
5
8
5
fabour force)
7.5 7
9.0 L2
9,. 9 L2
9.,4 L2
13,11 t4
11.8 15
12:0 15
r.d.7 L2
0 .27
0.39
1.00
0.11
0.11
0 .62
0.07
0.02
0 .88
1.35
1.65
0.2L
0.35
1.39
0.09
0 .14
1.95
2..03 '
2,19
o'.49
o. 53
z.o7 |
o.15
o.28
1.78
2.92
2.88
0.54
0 .62
4.09
0 .18
0.32
2 .60 10 .70. L3.44
1
2
5
2
3
2
6
1
9.5
(mi1lions.of
unempJ.oyed
people )
e estimate ( a) actual Eurostat figures
Source: The European Community's Problems and Prospects,
University of Cambridge Department of Applied Economics i
(Dec. 198I, VoI. 7, no. 2) and Eurostat.
64. rn an annex to this report? the rapporteur considers a number of
further issues in this sphere. At this point, he would rike to express
his appreciation of the excerlent work done by Mr. sSul in his annex
to this report where he highrights the disappointing performance of
the commission in regard to implementing the will of parliament.in re-
lation to amendments in the area of industry.
i fhi" is the latest study availabte to the rapporteur. rn a previous study
';- Economic Intelligence Unit Ltd. (I'lay 1980) the following estimated per-
centages were given for 1985:France 11.2, West Germany 7.8, United Kindgom 9.4,Italy 8.3. These have clearly been overtaken by events.2 Annex rrr - 31 - PE 76 .7il/t'in- |
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The ERDF
65-. Parliament is now in the process of considering the proposal for
a new fund regulationi also, Commission's report on 1980 fund activitles
is under examination- Therefore, it is not necessary'to go into great
length on the various issues here.
6;.. A not.able feature of the implementation of the ERDF in 1980 was
the fact that almost all the commitment and payment appropriations were
used. There is, however, a need to stagger the applications for grants,
if the creation of bottlenecks is to be avoided.
bZ-- The rapporteur notes with regret that Mr. Gouthier has been obliged
to state, once again, that the progress made towards allowing Commission
officials to carry out checks in the Member States is still inadequate.l
He agrees that Member States should submit more applications so as to
ensure ihat tfre Commission may be able to effect a more broLdly based selection.
6g. AIso,the rapporteur finds sympathy with the comments made by the
ECA at paragraph 7.12 of its report regarding documentation and records
which should be adequate to enable it to draw up an account of the
implementation of commj-tments analysed by the year to which'lhey were-
charged. He agreesr too, with the views of the ECA in regard to the
need to adopt criteria for the selection of projects from among those
deemed eligible for assistance.
6,9. At paragraph 7.19, the ECA points to the material discrepancies.
between the Member States in the methods of calculating the number ofjobs- This situation makes it difficult to gauge the effect of assistance
in the sphere of structural underemployment and should be set right.
?0.' The rapporteur also agrees with the co.nclusions of the ECA 
-in regard to evaluating the effectiveness of the aid. (paragraph 7.27).
Up until very recently, the only information that the Commission had
of ECA wonk was thaL which it obtained from the annual report. It is
good to note that informal meetings have been arranged so as to ensure
that, henceforth, the Commission will be kept fully informed of
developments. He welcomes the more comprehensive approach now being adopted
to help particular areas by using all the EC policy instruments in a
cornbined f ashion.
- Subparagraph 4 of the conclusions to pE 75.936
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Subsidies to decentralised bodies and to autonomous offices etc.
71. Apart from the main operations of the EC which reLate to the q
institutions - Parliament, council, commission and court of Justice -
there are a number of decentralised bodies which carry out specialised
tasks and which are granted a varying degree of autonomy. The total
amount of budgetary funds involved in the operation of all the 
- 
,
bodies concerned is as large as the sum devoted to the Regionar Fund.
Therefore, the Committee on Budgetary Control has exercised close control
over their activities and has suggesLed a series of reforms that make
for greater effectiveness and better management.l
72. The Committee on Budgetary Control insists that the criteria
of sound management and cost effectiveness should apply to the handling
of the funds devoted to such bodies. In the S'ag9 of other subsidies also,
the Commission should folIow-up the recommendations of the ECA and ensura
that proper accounting principles are followed.
73... Following pressure by the Commlttee on Budgetary Control, the Board
of Governors of the European Schools has introduced a number of reforms :
that appear to go some way towards sati,sfyin'g lhe-scA wishes:'however_r_1
further changes are desirable. The ECA has also made a number of comments
concerning JET that would justify the preparation of a speciar study by
the Committee. A follow-up report on the reforms at, the JRC establishment
at ISPRA is essential and it will also be necessary to examine closely
in committee the recent response by the commission in regard to the
data-processing capacity of the EC institutions.
The social sector
74. The rapoorteur has considered Mr Ivlarck's working docunentland the,
oSrini.on of the Conur.itlee on Social Af f airs and Employment, {artr-exed) . -'
There has been an improvement in the ESF rhythm of payperrts. 'Ttte rate
of utili saticn of appropriatiorrs f c't pilot projects is disappcd rrtirrcl ly
low - less than 50Brhowever. The increasing number of beneficiaries
- especiilly yotrng people - is a pc,sitive aspect. BecauEe of the,
inaclec{Llate }evel of ESF appropriatiorrs (applieations that ere given
priority exc:eed.by far the available conrnritn.ent apF,roF)r jat.i(,rr!-:) tlrrr El1F
can hardty s€:rve as an ef f icient ins't rument of enpl c,yloer t: pol icy. The
view has been expressed that the am(,ur.t. of these'furrcls shc,uld be doubled,
1
see, in particular, l4r. Edward Kellett-Bowmanrs reports: Docs l-72G/79,I-283/80, L-59/8L, L-65/8L, L-345/8L, l-25L/8L and I-350/81-Also annex VIII to this report.
2Annex rv
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at }east. The ECIr has stres.sed the importance of the'pilot projects beciiuse
of the murtiprier effect which thel'gentrrate ancl tr'(l rapLrc'rt'etrr agre€:s that they
should be given mor€ pr(,r.rjnerrce. The proccrdtrres for analysing and evaluating the
activities of the ESF and its results shcuild be developed furtker arrd should be
reflected in the ccming activities repc'rt.
Own resources
75. Mr Notenboom, in his working paper,(1)"tt.="es the significance of the
fact that, in 1980, the EC achieved full financial autonomy through own
resources. These own resources belong directly to the EC: therefore, it is
incorrect to show them in national accounts without making their true nature
clear- He asks that the Commission should introduce the appropriate measures
to ensure that this principle is respected. Some Ivlember States have not
recognised the legal existence of the No. 2 supplementary budget 1980:
Mr Notenboom stresses that the obligation to pay interest on own resource6
furnished in arrears should be respected. He calls on the Commission to
rransmit its report under Article 22 of Regulation No. 289L/77, together with
proposed amendments, by 1 June L982. He also proposes that there should be an
Ep fact-finding mission on own resources - together with ECA and Commission
representatives. There is need for more staff at Community and national- level to
ensure adequate control of own resources.
Transit arrange$ents
75. The Como 
"".A2Jpr"ng from an abuse oF transit faci I ities. Therefore,it is necessary that Member States and third countries cooperate more fully
to ensure that Community revenue is not put in jeopardy by the easing of
restrictions on the movement of goods. Mutual assistance between customs
administrations is of major importance in this context. Accordingly, the
extension of such cooperation to include Austria and Switzerland is to be
welcomed: the new arrangements will enter into force in the case of
Switzerland on 1 August 1982 and in the case of Austria on I January 1983
(oJ No. L 19, 27.1.82, pages 1 and 5).
Commj.s_sion' s jrq:n_inistration and personnel sector
77. The Commission's handling of its personnel and administration funds
has bgen examined by Mr Price and two aspects - the transport system and
the'fitness centre' - have been the subject of specific criticism. Expenditure
in retration to the Commission's ad,ministration and personnel sector, equivalent
to about 3\% of the budget, is of the same order of magnitude as outlay on
EAGGF-Guidance or cooperation with developing countries. Therefore, it
needs to be scrutinised carefully.
(r)Ar,r,"* I
( 2 ) ror detai-Is see lvlr cabert's report - Doc. l-695/80
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7A. The rapporteur is grateful
this sector and which is set out
the work that he has done on
this report.(2)
to Mr price for
in an annex to
Other institutions
79. Expenditure by the other institutions accounts for about 1.6t of the
total budget. Although this is relatively smalt, it is essential, nevertheless,
that the strictest standards of control and good management be applied by the
institutions when using Eaxpayers' funds. waste of public money by a
Community institution is reprehensible. It can arise from bad staff management
policy, from over-elaborate accommodation or transport outlay, from inadequate
control over equipment and stationery, and from other bureaucratic short-
comings. External control is good but internal control should be fully
effective. The management of the institutions should keep their operations
under continuous review. In this context, Mr Konrad Schon's working document(I)
makes a series of pertinent remarks - incruding a proposal for the ECA.
Commission transport service and,drivers
80. The ECA report and Mr Price at paragraphs 8, 12 and 13 of his working paper
gr.l irrl rr I lrrr uroI Ler r.rf Llter t'(,lnrnt BF.tr]n'H I t'dnBpr)rt poL)l antl drlvers ByBLem. lt
appears to the rapporteur that there may be some over-capacity here and poor
utilisation of resources. There is need for an early and comprehensive
review of the transport equipment and drivers services of the institutlons of
the EC. This review should identify the real needs of the institutions, the
purchasing policy, the control exercised over operations, the criteria for use
of the in-house service or for recourse to the commercial sector, maintenance'r'
and disposal of equipment. The aim should be to have a basic transport service
with recourse to private operators to cope with peak loads. Any necessary
reorganisation should be effected as soon as possible so as to ensure
reductions in expenditure.
The 'fitness centre'
81. The construction of a'fitness centre' in the Jean Monnet building at
Luxembourg without proper budgetary approval is a cause for considerable
concern. The third ri-ng of the Jean l,lonnet building was completed by end 1980
and a swimming pool, a sauna, and a squash court together with the necessary
technical installat.ions and service rooms were incorporated in the structure
in the place of what had apparently originally been intended as storage space.
So far as the rapporteur can determine, the matter was not brought to the
attention of the two arms of the budgetary authority in advance. These was no
budgetary approval and yet the Community was committed to meeting substantial
annual outlay which does not appear under the appropriate budget heading.
82. This is a serious breach of normal public accounting standards and procedures.
The matter is one which involves the Commission's responsibility for dealing with
Community funds and reflects adversely on its credibility. Without due authority,
funds should not be committed. Indeed, Parliament's difficulty has frequently
been how to get the Commission to spend money provided for desirable projects,
without success. Here we have an instance of millions of Luxembourg francs
being spent on a facility that was not authorised and was not even brought to
Parliament's notice in advance' 
- 
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Personnel resources
83. At paras. 10.28 to 10.31, the ECA dears with the output of typtng
pools. The rapporteur wercomes this section because it her.ps the
corrmittee in its Btudy of efficiency and eriectiveness. The Eection t'i 
..
illustrates the need (a) for a better managerial approach to the personnel
sector of the EC institutions and (b) for the introduct.ion of modern
tee,hniquee and equiBmenE. AII thc inetitutlonE are urgcd Ee uce thc
resources available to them to the best advantage.
84. The attention of colleagues is drawn to Mr. rrmerts annexed working
documentl and to his report2on problems in the implementation of Community
food aid policy in the light of the ECA report.
85. Attention is arso drawn to the sections in t,he rggo EcA report
which deaL with Ehe probrems of herping third world associated and
non-associated countries. rt is scarcely necessary t.o go into the
difficulties involved, once more.
The ECA has been relentless in its criticism of the shortcomings
and poor utilisation that came to Iight. on occasions, funds and
comrnodities have not been used to best advantage.and the faurt
does not always rie with the recipient eountries. An extra eff,ort
needs to be made within the community to organise genuine community
food aid and development aid poricies which will take account of the
real Situation obtaining in individual recipient countries.
It appears to the rapporteur that the Commissionrs
section dealing wlth food aid is inadequately staffed and shourd
be reinforced.
I Annex vlr
2 rr 76.018
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PARTV-MAJORPROBLEMS
'lhe provisional twelfths 
i
86. As is indicated at paragraph 22 above, the 1980 budget was not
adopted until July 1980. Article 204 of the Treaty and Article I of
the financial regulation deal with the situation that arises when the
budget has not yet been adopted The situation is rather technical and
the provisionsof the Financial Regulation would appear to lack
transparency.
87. Having deliberated on the accounts for 1980, however, the ECA reached
the following carefulty considered conclusions/
'... the Commission did not respect the limits laid down by Article 204
of the EEC Treaty for the situation where the budget has not yet been
adopted. To comply with the terms of this article, the Commission
should have conformed with the limits imposed by management by twelfths,
which would have forced the expenditure of the Member States to remain
within those limits, and, if necessary, it should also have submitted
to the Council at the beginning of December a request for
authorization of two or more additional, twelfths ! .
88. Furthermore, the ECA felt that '... it is the Commission's
responsibility to find solutions that comply as closely as possible
with the letter as well as the spirit of the Treaty, the intention of
which was, in the absence of a budget, to limit the monthly expenditure
incurred by the Community t,o one twelfth of the referenee appropriationsr,.
89. unce again, the rapporteur is obliged to comment on the dual standard
applied by the Commission in regard to the implementation of the budget.
When they feel so inclined, they can quite readily justify operations
that on a strict reading of the budgetary legislation would be irregular:
on the other hand, when Parliament adopts amendments for critical social
and industrial sectors, the Commission is never at a loss for excuses for
not implementing them. The difference between the approach to
(a) the instances cited by Mr. Sabf and (b) the provisionat twelfths2 and
the fitness centre3i" re^"rkabIe. It is accepted that Article 8 of the
FinanciaL Regulation could be amended so as eo add Eo lts elarity.
But this does not get away from the judgement delivered by the Court of
Auditors and it appears that the system of provisional twelfths was
applied by the Commission in such a way as t,o free itself in part from the
'financial -constraints that woul-d normally result from the absence of a
-biraget until July 1980.4
,,- In his wo::liing Co-Eunten-- - ''see annex II)
' oJ c344 paras. 4.L4 - 4.193 o; c344 paras. 1].7 - 11.13n -37-
= oJ c344 para 4.o (d)
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IrhFlenentatiol of lhe budget
90. So much hae been said and wrltren about t.he Implementatlon of
the bUdqet, th+t it is difficult ro say or write much that is original
apout the subjec!. The rapporteur, therefore, confines himself to
three observations:
- tlr. Saby in his working document has summed up the problems
succinctly. To put it at its mildest, the Commission could
" be fqr more dynamic and positive in its at.titude to spendinE
funds made available in the budEet. To take the case of
item 3750 cited by Mr. Saby:-
'The budgetary authority's decision to enter appropriations
for the restructuring and conversion of crisis-hit lndustries
was clear : these appropriations ought to have been used,
irreopective of the existence of the Council regulation,.l
The crisis was having a dire impact on the industries, lhe
mo[ey to help - albeit in a modest way-was made available,
and the Commission should have proceeded to carry out its
dqlY to the Community.
- Tf doubt existed, a reading of the Treaty should have made
-the situation cLearer. ,The Commission shall implement the
budget, in accordance with the provi.sions of the regurations
made pursuant to Article 209, on its own responsibility and
qithin the limits of the appropriations'.2 The Treaty says
'sharl' 4nd not rmay'. This aspect, has been exprained very
clearly by tvtr. Peter N. price, vice-chairman of the committee
on FUdgetary Control. The difflculty Is that, when the
Commission finds a line in the budget, it looks around
fof En enabling regulation before implementing it whereas
Pgpriament berieves that the budget should be impremented ,-'
fully C-n its own right.
- In regard to general matters, the working group Eet up
following paragraph 16 of the eomments accompanying the
1979 discharge3 can be expected to clari€y certain issues.
1
2
3
PE 77.L22, para 35.
Article 205
OJ no. L224,10.8.81
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Accounting aspects
91' parr-iament has always stressed Lhe need for crarity andtransparency in the presentation of the EC budget. Disappointment hasfrequently been expressed in regardto,shortcomings. For instance,Lord Bruce of Donnington was obriged to write that the accounts were
'quite unsultable as an instrument for the informatlon of those not
conversant in detail with the community,s financial affairs,.l
92, Note was taken by parriament of this prot,est and, in the comments
accompanying the 1977 discharge decision, the forlowing comrnent was
made:
'6 ' r Notes that the accounts and anaryses of financial
management submitted by the commission are neiLher readili
comprehensibre nor presented in a straightforward manner, andtakes the view that these are two basic requirements for
control by parliamentr 
.'j
93. In his report on the 197g discharger Mr.Battersby3 endorsed astrong criticism of the EC budget accounts made by the ECA at chapter 11of its report on 1978. He expressed the wish that the accounts beimproved so as to make the budget a more effective political and financial
management instrument. parliament followed Mr. Battersbyrs recommendation
and the following was incruded in the comrnents accompanying the 19zgdischarge decision:
'10' Notes that, on the basis of the report of the court of Auditors,
. - the general accounts are in an unsatisfactory state and asks the
commission to report to parliament on proposals for across-the_board improvements in the transparency, management and Frgsentationof the budget, 
.4
94 ' chapter ,2 of the EcA report on r9g0 sets out a rong series ofcriticisms of Ec'.accounting. As these are set out at some r_ength andare accompanied by the written replies of the commission, it is not
necessary to recite them again here. suffice it to say that, if the
accounting system is such that the ECA and the commission 
- both e:(pertsin the fierd - can come inLo dispui:e over certain operations, theparliamentarian, or the taxpayer can honestly confess to being baffredby the complex murkiness of the system. rt is comforting to learn that,so far as the ECA could establish, no misuse of funds iresulted from theIack of transparency in the accounting procedures.
L 
,o" riiitl.nnexed working documenr para 5
1 ot no. C33 t, 27.t2.7g page 4
' 
oo" I-150/80, para 62 - 39 -4 O,f no. C180, 14.7.g0, page 21
PE 76,761 1 fLn.
95. fhe ECA has recently issued a study of the financial
BysEemc of Ehe Ee.I Thic Eext hlqhltghts Lhe wcakResBee in the
syst@m and states that
'the finat accounts are hardly intelligible to users'(para 27(ell
Obviously, the situation is totally unacceptable and has been allowed to
drag on for far too long.
95. Ttre differense af viewe with the Colltrnlesion oD the.exact plSUfeS.
for lnclusion ln the 198u dlscharge declslon Is a mdteer wh.loh rnusg be
resolved before the di_scharge for the finaneiai'y'ear can be granteal
It would appear that the following amounts ought not to be
included in the 1980 discharge;
Paragraphs
1.13 and 1.14
2.r0
2.17c
2.23b
2.24
4,26
4 .33
5.4
38 785 044.-
r 718 813.66
889 430. 19
r09 188.14I 121 319.52
3 965 497,t4
65'107 595.39
2 300 000.-
tt( 597 888.04 EUA
97. fhc rapporteur could see hls way to reducing the abovc'liet aomewhat
further. However, he feel-s that the Corurission would need to provide
f,urthen explanatory naterial before the Committee can pronounce on the
preoise fiEuree to be lncluded in the dlscharge deeision.
98. It is apparent from the foregoing that major revisions to the
Einancial Regulation and to the EC system of accounts are needed
to ensure a transparent presentation. The system of accounts
should be revised in the light of the ECA special report referred
to at para. 95; the revision of the financial regulation should be
completed rapidly. Ln particular, there is need for impro""9:
technical arrangments for treating the deprJciation of'stocks.
I oc No. c342, 3r.12.8r
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Some Council fii-Iures
99. At paragraph 18 abover the rapporteur has criticised the
behaviour of the Council in relation to the adoption sf the 1980 budget,
At paragraph 19, he has recalled the stern comments of the rapporteur
for that budget. Now, he is obliged to draw attention to some of the
observations made by the ECA in relation to the Council's shortcomings
in regard to the implementation of the 1980 budget.
I00. At paragraph 4.5, the ECA points out a lega1 hiatus which arose
because the validity of Counail Regulation (EEC) 6/2/79 of 29 March
1979 was not extended in time.
I01. AE paragraph 8.I7, the EeA poinEc ouL that '... eighE of thc Een
Commission proposals for the implementation of Community programmes,
projects or regulations were not approved by the Council. Consequentl-y
there are no Community projects in industrial sectors such as
aerospace, shipbuilding or ceramics'.
I02. Problemc arising from the transfer of stseks beLwcen Member Stauec
at nil price couLd be avoided, had the Council adopted a proposal put
forward by the Commission - but it failed to do so (para e.34).
103. In the sphere of food aid, management problems arise because the
Council Iooks on this as a loreign policy instrument rather than a genulne
vehicle for aid.
104. The Council fAiled to consult the Court of Auditors about the proposed
regulations for modifying the balance of paymentB meehanlsm and for abolishlng
the ceiling on NCI borrowings - although the Commission had drawn attention
to the desirability of such consultations. (Commission's reply to paras.
13 .4 and 13 .7 )
105. The failure of the Council to consult Parliament in regard to the
iinancial regulation applicable to the fifth EDF, is a further serious
matter affecting budgetary procedures. This issue was the subject.of the
Irmer report (Doe. L-34g/8t) and Of a etrongly-worded reeolution.I
106. This is not an exhaustive listi however, it gives suffleient
grounds for concern over the careless attitude of the Council towards
sound financial management and good relations with Parliament.
OJ no . C287, 9 .11.81, page 78
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The 1980 embargo failure
107. 0n 15 January 1980, the Foreign Affairs eourrcil met and there
ensued the decision that community der.iveries of agricurturar products
should not reprace, directly or indirectry, us sares to the ussR+ on
15 Eebruary 1980, Parriament adopted a resolution demanding an immediate
trade embargo on sales of subsidised surplus commodities t,o the ussR. on
21 llovember 1980 and on other occasions, the Commission assumed
Parliament that the normar leve1 of saLes of butter to the ussR amounted
to 70,000 tonnes and that such a rever would not be exceeded ln 19g0.
108; Parliament had, for many years, been concerned about the way in
which the commission managed the budget appropriations that aEElEted
exports of surplus agricultural products to state.,trading countriesgenerally. Fo]lowing the notorious case of the sale of 200,000 tonnesin 1973, parliament drew up criteria and guidelines that the commission
should respect when dearing wlth such exports. The purpose of thispoliticar control was to ensure prudent management of communlty funds,
the -securing of the beSt possible price for EC exporLs, and the avoj-dance
of a further repeat of the earlier scandals that had an adverse effect
on the good reputation of the EC among the general public.
109. severar resorution"2ur"r" put before parriament which cast doubt
on the observance of the embargo by the commission. These resolutions
were referred to the committee on Budgetary control whose report3,was
considered in plenary session on 8 March :-g}2. The resolution, which
was adopted by an overwherming majority,indicated that. the inadequate
system of manaEement had an adverse effect on the community budget, onthe credibility of the common agricultural policyr and on public opinion.Alsoi the resolution made a number of specific suggestions for theimproving of management and caLled on the Commission (i) to provide afuII report on the massive upsurge in the exports of foodstuffs to the
ussR in 1980, (ii) to submit proposals for the mana€Jement of exports and(1ii) to indieate uRder whose budgetary authorlty it aeted in regard to theexcessive sales in question. As indicated at paragraph 50 above, the
rapporteur has no objection to sales bf agricultural products to state-
tradlng countries,but he believes such sales should be prudently supervised.
rn any event, a written reaction from the corunission is expected by
Parliament.
Following the invasion of Afghanistan and the treatment of the NobelPe.a.ce prize winner, mr. Andrei Sakharov.
Doc. l-207/B0,Doc. l-246/g0, Doc I_609/gO and Doc L_gOg/gO
The Aigner report Doc 7-g4|/gt
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P38! l1I - SPECTFTC pRoposArs rN THE CONTEXT
OF IPIPROVED MANAGEI4ENT
Broader approach to budgetary control work
I10. In the preceding paragraphs, the rapporteur kept closely to
the findings of corleagues in their working documents, to the concLusions
set out in earlier reports of the committee, and to the views expressedin the annuar report of the ECA or in its special reports. Hitherto,
the committee 
- and the EcA - kept close to the initiar tasks confided
to them, notably legality and regurarity of expenditure. Now the timeis ripe for going further into the issues of cost-effectiveness and
the economic aspects of budgetary outlay.
More effective management
111. The checks carried out by parliament and by the ECA show that a
seri-es of EAGGF measures are partly or totarly ineffective. rn some
cases, EAGGF Guarantee assistance is of the order of 45E_50t of the
cost of production.
Commodity cost in 198j-
MEUA
Rate of
t assistance t
Oil seedsOlive oil
Tobacco
369
318
309
47 .02
47 .02
60.0E
Source : Comrnission of the EC
rl2 - This comes about in the context of the annual price fixingfor agriculture when ress account is taken of the interests of the EC
than of transfers between Member states. This gives rise to
criticism 
- not of the CAp 
- but of the way it is managed.
The Committee on Budgetary Control is convinced that parliament
should have available to it an ECA study which would indicate crearly(i) which are the measures that courd be made more effective if
a more rigorous system of management were applied;(ii) which measures are so pointless as to warrant being eliminated
completely; and(iii) what are E.he mechanisms that cause loss for the EAGGF
Guarantee sector.
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113. The commission's management in the cAp sector take rittle
account of the market situation or of the need for prudent use of
taxpayers' funds. The points made by the ECA on the 1979 accounte are
still varid. The Aignerr report on exports to state-tr#ing countries
proved that the bad management continued int.o 1980. The lack of.' "-:
thoroughness in the management of those appropriations was highrighted
by the fact that the estimates for 198I, which were based, on the
management methods of 1980 were too great by 1,700 milrion EUA. The
Commission itself explained the situation as follows:
considerable economies were made in the mirk sector during lggr (a saving
of about 1.3 billion ecus compared with 1980) as a result of the market
management and, in particular, the success of the corununity's effort
to sustain world market prices, thus reducing the rates of export
refunds while maintaining a very high volume of exports.
Total savings in all sectors by comparison with the original budget for
1981 amounted to more than 1.7 birlion ecus, the rargest saving
recorded since the creation of the EAGGF.
Cereals
114. In its text2 on agriculture in the framework of the mandate of
30 May 1980, the commission draws at,tention to the cereals sector
which has a prominent place in EC agriculture. world cereals prices
tend to fructuate, of course, but have recentry been 20g berow EC
prices. rf cerears prices in the Ec were brought down by 20t, severar
beneficial consequences would result. Food prices would be moderated
because the cost of producing beef, milk, poultry, pork and eggs would
be reduced. The dompetitive position of the EC would be strengthened.
Relatively few small farmers would be affected because cereals tend
to be a big farm crop. The budget would be saved outray that courd be
as great as 4,500 mirlion Ecu. At one stroke, the EC image would be
improved and substantiar sums wourd be rereased for other projects.
tlr. wettig is working on an in-depth study of the cereals sector.
I;".. 
"* 
t-845/8L
2 Com(81)608 final
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The revision of the Financial Regulation
115. The completion of the work on the revision of the Financial
Regulation now assumes a new urgency. Erom the Control Committee viewpoint,
it could be availed of to clear up the matter of the provisional twelfths
arrangements which were found, in practical operation, to leave rather
too much'scope for interpretation to the Commission. ALso, .the system for
the inter-institutional processing of special ECa reports-could be included
in the text. Clearing up these two issues woul-d represent worthwhile
control sector reforms. Ivloreover, the complexity of the budgetary
presentation and accounts needs to be grappled with - especially in
view of the report of the ECA referred t,o at paragraph 95 above.
Council auto-criticism
116. The fact that tbe-Council fails to act speedily in relation to
proposals put forward by the Commission or suggested by the Parliament
is an obstacle to the development of Europe. The Committee on Budgetary
Control considered that it would be extremely useful for the Council to
examine annuall-y its performance in the budgetary sphere wit,h a view to
identifying (i) those budget lines which were not fully implemented
because of its failure to adopt certain measures, (ii) schemes held up by
Council inaction and (iii) reforms designed to stop fraud and to improve
the effectiveness of EC expenditure that were not put into effect. It
seems eminently desirable that such a review should be associated with
the Council's preparation of its recommendation on the discharge.
The Council recommendation on the 1980 discharge
l-L7. The draft recommendation which the Council makes in accordance with
the provisions of Article 85 of the Financial Regulation was put before the
Committee on Budgetary Control on l-6 I'larch L982. The Committee appreciated,
the frankness of the expos6, observed that the Council was unable to reach
agreement on many important issues, dnd noted the absence of figures in
the document. A fuller review of the results of the financial year should
be attempted by the Council in future years 
- together with the kind of
examination which is suggested in the preceding paragraph 
- so as to enable
a more meaning6ul and comprehensive recommendation to be prepared. A more
exhaustive set of suggestions in the Council's recommendation would be
welcomed a1so.
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PART VII - CONCLUSIONS
PoIiticaI significance
1L8. As indicated in tfe opening paragraphs of this explanatory
statement, the discharge decision is of major significance. It has
thfee aspects: political, legal and accounting - but it is primarily
political. At paragraph 4, the rapporteur states that, the discharge
decision 'is first and foremost a political decision because it
reflects a judgement on the manner in which the Commission has used -
or faifed to use - the resources made available to it for carrying
out Community policies ...'
Refusal of discharge
119. This step, as was recognised by tttr. Tugendhat, see paragraph'4
above, would have serious implications and would be tant,amount to
censure of the Commission. It is not a course which the rapporteur
would recommend Iightly. However, it is not a step from which he
would flinch if the circumstances warranted it.
Postponement of the decision
L20. Article 85 of the Financial Regulation (i) envisages the
poqsibility of Parliament not being able to grant discharge by
30 April and (ii) states that 'the European parliament or the
Council shall inform the Commission of the reasons for the postponementr.
Thg rapporteur believes that, for the reasons stated in the foltowing
paSagraphs, discharge should be deferred in respect of the 1980
financial year: the alternative of putting forward a motion rdjecting
d,ischarge is held open. The Commission wiII be granted a period of
t{me during which it can react to the clearry expressed wishes of
Papliament that it should (i) give further information on certain points(li) provide explanations for certain lapses that parliament regard as
very serious, and (iii) act on specific paragraphs in resolutions - or on
budgetary amendments - or justify its inaction.
List of crucial issues
LZL. rn this paragraph, the rapporteur considers the main issues on which
he bases his proposal that the decision on the grant of discharge be
deferred:
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- the first major issue for consideration in the context of the I9g0
discharge is the failure to make the 19g0 embargo on sales of
agricultural products to state-trading countries effective.
The matter is described at paragraphs 107 to 109 above. The committeq
wel-comes the more positive attitude of- the commissioner for 
_Agricurt,ure intaking measuies to improve t.he costleff'ectiveness or 'nc'cep 
"reor;; ;; 
-
nioie needs to be loh€'to enablg the corununity to get the *o"t f"vourable ex-port prices' Moreover, the commissionrs argument,that the high leveliof salesto the ussit in 1gg0 was att;ibutable to contracts in the pipeline ;;; ;;-the existing mechanisms do not enable the Commission to control exports;
a1so, it confirms the point made by Mr. Aigner at paragraph 2l of his
explanatory memorandumf that some of the amounts in the excess over
the embargo were financed out of the 1979 excess of 203.5 million nuA
over authorised appropriations.
- the second issue is the manner in which the provisional twelfths rules
were applied by the commission in a manner that freed it, in part at
least, from the financi-al constraints that are the normal resurt of
the absence of a budget- The significance of this and the circumstances
surrounding it are outLined at paragraphs g5 to gg above. The
Committee on Budgetary control had referred to it on 23 May 19g0, a motion
for a resorut.ior-2 by Messrs.price, Kellett-Bowman and others. Also,
the committee on Budgets referred to the prejudicing of the budgetary authorityis
rights in this context. This is a political issue on which signifi""rar,
the council agreed - perhaps for obvious reasons 
- with the commission
and rejected the iiCh view. Although the rather looge
phraseology of the Financial ReguLation opened a chink, the commission
breached the spirit of the existing provisions to the detriment of
Parliament's scope for leverage 1n the difficult circumstances of early
1980.
- the third issue i" th" f.ihr. of th. co*i""ion to forrri"h . frrl
response to the comments accompanying the rrmer di scharge3 report on
1979 before the completion of the examination of the factors
affecting the 1980 discharge. As pointed, out at paragraph 7 above,
this sequence is necessary to avoid an incoherent debate.
Doc. l-846/81
Doc. L-2A6;/.@O
Doc. 1-136/80
I
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- the fourth issue is the fairure of the commission to respond, within
a- feasonable span of time, to the grave series of instances of mls-
management at the JRC research establishment at ISPRA.
I{r. Kellett-Bowman'= r"no rliament adOptedi
a resorution2 in regard to the matter. The absence of a furr written
reaction from the commission nine months later is disturbing. verbar
st.atements and press reports of improvements 
- although reassuring - are
ihadequate in the circumstances of the problems involved which relate
to the very basis of control over the use of taxpayers' funds.
- the fifth issue concerns
the Jean Monnet building of
(or the Council) being made
budgetary accountability is
of the incorrect budgetary
the construction of the fitness centre in
the Commission in 1980 without parliament
aware. A further serious breach of proper
the payment of running costs and. rent out
line s.
- the sixth
amendments
- Ehe seventh issue
overseas aid which ,
earliertex tsand in
fer reform, and the
mest reprehensible.
issue is the failure of the Commission to lement EP
and to utilise fu1ly appropriations in sectors that are very
sensitive both socially and poIitically. These problems are outlined j-n
Ivlr. saby's working document which is annexed to this report3. This
shortcoming was severery criticised repeatedly in the past.
is the series of difficulties in the sector of
has been gone into extensively by Mr. Irmer in his
the annexed working document. there is a great need
tardiness of the Commission (and of the Council)is
-.the elghth issue is the faiLure of the Commission(i) to.put forward
amendment to the Financial ulation licable to rhe fifth
non-applicability of thisDevelopment Fund and (ii) to invoke theRegulation before the Court of Justice4.
- the ninth issue is the ambi us attitude of the Corunission in ardtO the budgetisation of the EDFstisation s.
Doc. l-59/81
OJ no. C172, 13.7.81, p.90
Annex fI
OJ no. C287, 9.11.81, p.77
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3
4
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- the tenth issue concerns (i) the Lack of adequate documentation
that would enabre Parliament to verify that the commission ensures
sound management of the borrowing and lending activites of the Ec
and (ii) .
for certain financial activities.
- the eleventh i_ssue i"
by the commission evidenced by its inadequate contror over machinery,
vehicr-es , data-processing equipment and the matter of typingpools.
- the twelfth issue i"
to be eovered in thedischarge decision, and accounting problems generally.
122' lhe nature of Parliament's budgetary ccntror work brings to right thepolitical significance of preparatory analysis done by the financial controllers
and the ccurt of Auditors. The examination of the 1980 accounts of the EC
revealsa whore series of delays in carrying out the wishes of parliament,
of incomplete implementation of policies, wastefulnessr drrd interpretlng in abiased and improPer manner the Financial Regulation and the,principres ofbudgetary management- Generally, the commission seems to be incapable of djs-
charging fulIy its responsibitity for (i) the imp,lementation of the budget
and (ii) giving precedence to the community interest over other
considerations.
123. The rapporteur's suggestion that the taking of the decision orr whether
or not to grant discharge be deferred 
- 
untiL th€ comniesion has responded fully
in writing to a whole series of questions in relation to shortcomings 
- 
will,hopefully, enable the commission to make a solenn decl-aration, embodyingformal ccr'rritments, to set right an attitude that is extreme,ly darngssousfor the welfare and future of the Commur.ity.
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